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Ronald Davis: On Aluminum

T here is about Ronald Davis, the man and his work, 

a paradox.

 Several, in fact.

 For over four decades he has, in his many expres

sions, both two and threedimensional, straddled an 

aesthetic and artistic divide between abstraction and 

representation, sculpture and painting, conceptualism 

and traditional objectmaking.

 Davis announced himself with authority in the 

mid‘60s, straight out of the San Francisco Art Institute, 

with paintings made of molded polyester resin and 

fiberglass. They were the Perfect Thing at the Perfect 

Time. The geometricshaped, illusionary works in vivid, 

virtuosic color combinations, depicted rectangular 

forms in perspective. They floated in the indetermin  ate 

space as physical entities, shifting from two to three

dimensions and back again. Somehow, they seemed 

to resolve Frank Stella’s postAbstract Expressionist 

conceit of paintingasobject with Ucello’s early Ren

aissance perspective that embraced the history of 

painting stretching back half a millennium.

 Davis’s ingenious escape from the canvas and two 

dimensions demonstrated the painting as the illusion 

of an object, and an object that was the illusion of a 

painting. A neat little trick that Marcel Duchamp had 

pulled off several decades earlier. (It is notable that 

we are now as far removed from that ‘60s moment in 

Davis’s artistic career as Davis was then removed from 

Duchamp’s revolutionary impact in the ‘20s.)

 In contrast, the unPerfect thing at the unPerfect 

time was his early ‘80s “Music Series” — large splatter 

paintings that were a response and homage to Jackson 

Pollock, at a time when Pollock was as relevant and 

happening as, say, figurative painting. The random 

rightness of the jazzy, wildly colored canvases did 

create a visual music that swung hard, and reminded 

us that, as someone once said (was it Terry Southern?): 

“Any fool can drip paint, but how many have the when/

where to stop it?”

 At around the same time Davis was riffing on Pollock 

in oldfashioned paint on canvas, he started using the 

computer to summon visions from the early virtual 

world. He has been playing with computergenerated 

graphics and printers ever since.

F or the past couple of years Davis has been render

ing images — mostly geometric abstractions, a 

coffee cup, strange “spaces,” portraits of U.S. presidents 

as framed portraits in a gallery room setting — on his 

computer screen using a highend threedimensional 

program. These images are then uploaded to Image

wizards, Inc. in North Carolina (brought to Davis’s 

attention via a serendipitous “spam” email) that prints 

them by transfer process onto sheets of brushed or 
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highgloss anodized aluminum of variable size. The 

resulting imageobjects are confusing, subversive, 

paradoxical.

 Since the early ‘90s Davis has lived reclusively in 

a cluster of six separate modestsized structures out 

at the end of a road very near the melodramatic Rio 

Grande Gorge in Arroyo Hondo, New Mexico.

 “It’s nice to live next to a crack,” he remarks off

hand, inscrutably.

 Standing before the reflective sheen and 

mesmerizing color combinations of “Five Block Row,” 

2006 (borrowed from his 1972 painting), the question 

immediately arises: What is it?

 “I’ll sit down and talk technical stuff and Craft 101 

with people all day if they want, but...” Pause. “There’s 

an element of a beer sign about it, don’t you think?”

 Well, yes, and no.

 “This woman came to interview me in Malibu 

once,” he recalls. “She was doing a biography of 

Clement Greenberg. I was showing her one of my 

digital pieces onscreen and she asked me, ‘Is that a 

photograph, or a painting?’ When I told her what it was 

(a 3D computer rendering) she said, ‘That’s horrifying!’ 

I couldn’t believe it. So I asked her — ‘You’re a writer, 

right? Do you use a word processor? I use a graphic 

processor.’  ‘It’s not the same,’  she said. Why not? Why 

is something done with a stick with hair on the end of 

it, better, or not? I don’t get it.”

 Appraising the portraitswithinportraits of Harry 

Truman and George Washington, the Pop Art hit is 

inescapable.

 “Like Andy said, ‘I like soup.’  I like Truman. I mean, 

why can’t I be a Pop painter?”

 Why not, indeed? Just the sort of paradox Davis has 

posed with his visual rhetoric for over four decades.

 “I’m just doing what’s interesting at the moment. 

And I see how long that moment can last, how far the 

parameters can extend.”

 Pause.

 “It’s either without thought or effort, or it’s all you 

think about. One of the two.”

 A paradox.

      —  Tom Collins / October 2007

           Embudo, New Mexico

_______________________________________________________

Tom Collins is a writer based in northern New Mexico. He has written 

about art and artists for more than 25 years. He also writes about 

literature, politics, sports, and history.
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Upright Dodecagon Four, 2006.   47 1/2 x 66 inches.   Heatfused “pixel dust” on white aluminum; highgloss coating. 
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Printed Puck, 2005.  47 1/2 x 70 inches.  Heatfused “pixel dust” on white aluminum; highgloss coating. 
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Two Slab Fifteen, 2005.  47 1/2 x 70 inches.  Heatfused “pixel dust” on white aluminum; highgloss coating.  
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Two Posts – A, 2005.   47 1/2 x 47 1/2 inches.   Heatfused “pixel dust” on white aluminum; highgloss coating. 
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Staurolite II, 2006.  36 x 28 inches.  “Pixel dust” on white aluminum; highgloss coating. 
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Gridthingy Four, 2006.  30 x 47 1/2 inches.  Heatfused “pixel dust” on white aluminum; highgloss coating. 
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Five Platonic, Brushed, 2006.  15 1/2  x  48 inches.  Heatfused “pixel dust” on brushed aluminum; satin coating. 

Five Block Row, 2006.  16 x 42 inches.  Heatfused “pixel dust” on white aluminum; highgloss coating. 
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Cube and Dodecagon, Brushed, 2006.  24 x 42 inches.  Heatfused “pixel dust” on brushed aluminum; satin coating. 
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Two Blocks – A, 2006.  36 x 42 inches.  Heatfused “pixel dust” on white aluminum; highgloss coating. 
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Cone & Glass Mazzocchio, 2006.  20 x 42 inches.  Heatfused “pixel dust” on white aluminum; highgloss coating.
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Harry Truman Room Six, 2006.  24 x 36 inches.   Heatfused “pixel dust” on white aluminum; highgloss coating. 
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Three Rounds Four, Brushed, 2006.  31 9/16 x 46 7/8 inches.  Heatfused “pixel dust” on brushed aluminum; satin coating.
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Two Rounds, Brushed, 2005.  36 x 52 inches.  Heatfused “pixel dust” on brushed aluminum; satin coating. 
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Beam Life, 2003.  13 x 19 inches.  Canon giclée print.

Still Life Five, 2004.  13 x 19 inches.  Canon giclée print.
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Coffee Cup II, 2006.  47 1/2 x 60 inches.  Heatfused “pixel dust” on white aluminum; highgloss coating. 
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Upright Dodecagon III Stripe DodecagonYellow Slab

Ray Trace ClichéCircle Segment Dodecagon Ring I

Tube and Sphere Two SpheresStaurolite

All Miniatures – 2005.  5 x 7 inches.  Heatfused “pixel dust” on white aluminum; highgloss coating. 
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S ince the 1960s, I have con

stantly been in the process of 

teaching myself 3D perspective 

drawing and illusionistic virtual 

realities. Just at the time I painted 

myself into a corner, computer 

technology appeared, and graph

ics software became my primary 

drafting, drawing and rendering 

tool, allowing me to continue ex

ploring and experimenting with 

new modes of visualization. I am 

always making new pictures, and I never stop learning.

 These new graphic images on aluminum are cre

ated on a Mac computer (G5 Quad Processor PPC) 

using threedimensional modeling, texturing, and 

rendering software. I construct the images onscreen 

using a mouse and keyboard instead of a ruler and 

paint brush. The computer does not “do it for me;” I 

have to tell the computer what 

to do. There are myriad decisions 

to be made about color, compo

sition, dynamics, texture, radio

sity, shading, caustics, shadows, 

hypernurbs, irradiance, ambient 

occlusion, luminance, reflection, 

specular highlights — the quality of 

light. It’s kind of magical, because 

I never know (or care) what a 

piece will look like until it has fin

ished rendering. (If I knew what it 

was going to look like, I wouldn’t have to do it!) Techni

cal challenges abound. Completed, rendered files are 

uploaded to ImageWizards Inc., where the images are 

heatfused onto an aluminum substrate via a propri

etary transfer process. For more information, visit my 

website, www.irondavis.com.

         — Ronald Davis / October 2007
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“My work is comprised of aggressively decorative, meaningless, unidentified floating 

objects that pretend to be rational. Illusion is my vehicle. Opticality is paramount.”

R onald Davis has been exhibiting his work since 1963 and has had over 65 oneman shows in major galleries and museums all over the 

world. His work has appeared in countless major group exhibitions, and his paintings have been acquired by important museums and 

private collectors around the world, including AlbrightKnox Art Gallery, Buffalo, NY; Art Institute of Chicago; Corcoran Gal lery of Modern Art, 

Washington, DC; Guggenheim Museum, NY, NY; Los Angeles County Museum of Art; Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles, CA; Museum 

of Modern Art, NY, NY; National Gallery of Art, Washington, DC; Hirshhorn Museum, Washington, DC; San José Museum of Art, San José, CA; 

Tate Modern, London, England; Whitney Museum of American Art, NY, NY; Harwood Museum of Art, Taos, NM; and many more. He continues 

to live, work, and pursue his calling on the Arroyo Hondo mesa near Taos, New Mexico.          Catalog design: Digerati Design, Taos, NM
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